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“Great is the mystery of godliness: God was made manifest in the flesh.”

1 Timothy 3:16

REMINDER: School will close at 2.10 pm on Friday 21st
December 2018 and re-open to all pupils on Monday 7th
January 2019.
As we near the end of our first term we reflect on the themes we have been exploring in
the lead up to our Christmas Assemblies—historical, joyful, essential. The Assemblies
have given us the opportunity to remember what God has done for us and celebrate the
gifts we have been given through God’s enduring love.
This time of year can be difficult for many people and we are so proud that our pupils
continue to live the ethos of the school, showing compassion to others and trust in the
staff who support them. The pupils’ integrity has been particularly apparent during recent discussions with pupil representatives around poverty proofing; their maturity and
wisdom has been very rewarding to see.
Thank you to all our parents and carers for their support again throughout this term. The
pupils have excelled in so many areas of school, despite the increased
challenges placed on them in preparation for the external examinations.
I would also like to take this opportunity to thank the staff for their relentless hard work, giving up their time after school and on Saturdays
to support children’s learning and their social and emotional development.
Our school Christmas card this year was designed by Hannah Robertson, Year 10.

The staff and Governors of Woodchurch High School wish you all a
very Happy Christmas and a peaceful start to 2019. We look forward to welcoming pupils back into school on Monday 7th January, rested and refreshed for the Spring Term.

On Thursday 13th December we held our Farm Christmas Fair. It was a lovely evening
filled with festive spirit. The Mayor and Mayoress were greeted by Father Christmas and
his eleven Elves. The Year 9 Catering pupils baked all afternoon for their cake stall
which was amazing. Thank you to all the staff and pupils who helped out on the
night. Most of all, thank you to everyone who visited the Fair and supported the school
farm.
The Christmas Fair raised £2,303.38!
Wishing you all a very Merry Christmas
and a wonderful 2019

The Year 7 pupils have now completed
their first term at Woodchurch High. Their
new adventures and exciting opportunities
have been embraced by all and they have
all now settled into their surroundings. As
part of celebrating their successes a group
of pupils took part in a baking activity making Christmas Rudolph Cakes.

Afternoon Tea

On Thursday 1st November some of the
Year 7 pupils invited staff from their
primary school for Afternoon Tea. The
pupils spent the morning baking for the
event then spent some time after school
with their primary school staff telling them
about their successful starts to the
year. An enjoyable afternoon tea was had
by all and we are looking forward to holding
another Year 7 Afternoon Tea in the new
Year 7 Attendance Challenge
This week during the Year 7 assembly, Mr Stead and Mrs Ward introduced the Year 7
Form Challenge. A draw was made to see which forms would be competing against each
other to see who can get the highest attendance as a form. Mrs Ward will be monitoring
their attendance and awarding the prize at the end of the competition.
Year 7 are aware of how important their attendance is and it is great to see how many
gold and 100% badges pupils have on their blazers. Remember that attendance significantly increases the chances of pupils achieving academic success. Be proud of your
attendance and remember to ‘be on time for quarter to nine’ !!
Mr Stead / Mrs Ward and the Year 7 Pastoral Team

A reminder to parents and carers that in the New Year there will be restrictions on the
coats that pupils may bring into school.
Pupils may not bring in Canada Goose, Moncler or Pyrenex coats. Also, coats with fur
around the collar are prohibited in school.
This is part of our Poverty Proofing agenda and we hope that pupils will not put pressure
on yourselves to buy an expensive coat that may be beyond the parent or carer’s means.
We are also going to introduce a school coat from September 2019 and are currently
consulting pupils on their preferred design and style. The price of the school coat will be
considerably less that the coats that some pupils come into school with and again we are
looking to make our uniform as accessible as possible.
Feedback from pupils and parents has overwhelmingly been positive regarding this
change to our uniform.

Samaritan’s Purse Shoeboxes
On Wednesday 21st November 164 shoeboxes were collected by Samaritan’s Purse.
Once again, there was a very generous contribution from the staff and pupils at Woodchurch
High School.
The shoeboxes will make a difference to children in Africa, Asia and Eastern Europe.
Hopefully the shoeboxes will help these children to have a happier Christmas this year.
Thank you to everyone who contributed to the 2018 campaign!!
Mrs Dulson

All Pupils in Year 9 have been given the opportunity to take part in this year’s Duke of
Edinburgh Award. Names will be announced in the new year.

There is an extensive Careers Programme at school.
Go to our website and under the ‘Class’ tab
Click on Careers, where is much more information, including all our forthcoming events
as well as how to book a Careers interview. This part of the website is however password protected:
Username – woodchurchhigh

Password: careers

You can also create your own Kudus account: enter timecook24 in the ‘sign up’ box.
Follow the instructions from here.
Also, school provides access to:

To create your own username and password, please follow the simple steps below.
Go to www.startprofile.com and click Register
Enter your first name, surname, email address, postcode and select your gender
Tip: If you forget your username or password we will use this email address to
send you a reminder
Choose a memorable username and a secure password and click Get Started
Tip: Your username needs to be memorable. You may want to use your school
network login or you can also use your email address
Click Login and enter your username and password. Click Login
The first time you log in you will be required to complete the following:
Select “I am Studying in Education and would like to explore my career options”
Start typing the name of your school or college to find your establishment.
Choose your Year Group and enter your registration code: WOODCHURCH
Click Submit

The Val Marshall Award for Fine Art
This term, the Val Marshall Award for Fine Art was presented to Katie Wyatt by Ms Phillips.
This prize is awarded in the memory of a really special, creative
member of staff, who we unfortunately lost to pancreatic cancer
at the start of September in 2015.
Many of you will have been taught or had children taught by the
inspirational Mrs Marshall as an Art practitioner, while some of
you have shared some wonderful moments in her care as members of our school community.
Katie Wyatt is a talented artist who blossomed creatively during
her GCSE Fine Art course. Her work was thorough, imaginative
and was driven by her independent commitment to the subject;
qualities that Mrs Marshall strived to instil into her students.
This commitment lifted Katie’s confident approach and there is no doubt that she has a
productive, creative pathway ahead of her. In her Controlled Project Katie took inspiration from her visit to Krakow and produced personalised sketchbook research and a sophisticated response using acrylics.
This award is both appropriate and richly deserved. Well done Katie! It was great to
see you again and reassuring for us to learn that you are currently enjoying your studies in child care.
Photography Trip
Earlier in the Autumn term Mrs Simpson’s Year 10
Photography class visited Yorkshire Sculpture Park,
a rural space dedicated to the display of public three
-dimensional art for the past forty years. Located
near Wakefield, South Yorkshire, the park was host
to our photographers for the first time.
When the pupils arrived they were first taken aback
by the scale of the park and the huge, imposing and
wonderful sculptures by famous artists like Andy
Goldsworthy, Antony Gormley, David Nash and
Henry Moore, to name a few. The pupils were set a
task list to work through that would benefit their GCSE Photography course. With the
morning dew still visible pupils set about taking a range of images linked to angles and
perspective, involved in the landscape and the works on view.

Pupils tucked into their packed lunch before exploring further in the afternoon, looking at
the Guiseppe Penone exhibition; involving massive stripped back trees and natural form
relief pieces. Back in the classroom pupils are currently producing their final pieces,
linked to the artist Thomas Kellner.

Holy Cross Church
The school's 'Sing Squad' started their preparations for the Christmas period with a performance at The Tree of Light service, Holy Cross Church on Sunday 2nd December.
The choir has been supporting this event for the past four years now and is a regular
feature on the Christmas calendar.

Miss Carlin and Mr Gregory led the 14 pupils as they performed traditional classic carols
'Hark the Herald Angels Sing', 'O Little Town of Bethlehem' in the church before performing 'It was on a Starry Night' and leading the congregation in a performance of 'Silent
Night' as the Tree of Light was switched on outside.
Overall it was a lovely event and the pupils who attended sang brilliantly!
Tesco Fundraiser
Wednesday 5th December and it is cold, wet
and windy. The perfect combination for a day
of carol singing at Tesco Superstore in
Heswall. This is the third year the school's
Sing Squad has gone out into the community
to help raise money for the School Farm and
it has become a favourite date that pops up in
our performance calendar.
Miss Carlin and Mr Gregory took 14 pupils in
the morning for two hours of festive fun as the
Tesco staff were keen to take part in the singing and a big 'thank you' for the loan of the
Santa hats.
One lunch break and a fire drill in school later and the second group of singers arrived to
provide the last hour of entertainment, including an a cappella performance of 'Carol of
the Bells' much to the delight of the staff and customers alike. A Tesco customer wrote
into the school to say how enjoyable her shopping experience had been, with beautiful
singing and enthusiastic bag packers.
In total the Song Squad raised £399.61 for charity and a big 'thank you' must also go to
the customers for their kindness and generosity.

Year 7 have continued to make progress whilst
learning about ‘Friendship and Identity’ with Oliver
Twist. They have engaged with the scheme of
learning in an increasingly independent
and dedicated manner. Many pupils have enjoyed
writing reviews on a range of topics including: films,
books, restaurants, theme parks, days out and television series. Their final assessment was to write a
review on our Autumn 1 text, Oliver Twist!
Our new Learning Programmes aim to develop pupils’ knowledge of the GCSE criteria;
the skills assessed in the Year 7 examinations link with GCSE Assessment Objectives.
This means that we can ensure that from Year 7, pupils are preparing for their GCSE
examinations in an exciting and motivating way.
In addition to this, many Year 7 pupils have taken the opportunity to develop their skills
through extra-curricular sessions. The Creative Writing Club, which runs every Thursday lunchtime, are busy creating entries for prestigious competitions outside of school.
Year 7 - 11 Book Club, which runs on a Monday evening with Ms Calder, have been
passionately discussing issues raised by Mark Haddon's 'The Curious Incident of the
Dog in the Night time'. In addition to this, many pupils have been recognised for their
contributions to sports teams and their invaluable work for charity. We have collected Christmas meals for disadvantaged families during the Harvest period and many
forms and individual pupils donated shoeboxes for the Operation Christmas Child 'Shoe
Box Appeal'.
Year 8 returned after half term to continue their
studies of the Gothic Horror genre, this time with the
challenge of creating their very own short story! Pupils have been exploring the key features of a short
story, ways to develop character and different ways
to start and end stories.

They have focused on spelling, punctuation and
grammar (SPaG) and have identified and written a
range of sentence types and explored ways to use
punctuation and ambitious vocabulary for effect. Pupils have shown a real enthusiasm
for story writing and the Gothic genre so far. They have been using their imagination to
create different characters and settings as well as practising ways to incorporate writing
techniques such as alliteration, simile and personification into their stories to further engage their reader.
They have demonstrated their ability to write confidently and creatively and faced their
second Year 8 assessment with positivity. The English department are very proud of
their success!

Any pupils who have enjoyed their Creative Writing in Year 8 should see Miss Smethurst in English about joining Creative Writing Club.

This term, Year 9 have exploring a selection of poems taken from their GCSE poetry anthology. Pupils have been
looking at a selection of four poems that all centre on the
concept of conflict. Through the ‘tawny vapour’ of the winter months, Year 9 have developed their analytical skills to
pick apart their poems and have enjoyed experiencing
these poems and the stories that they hold within. Using
these ‘stories’, pupils have created their own narratives
incorporating each poet’s work as a stimulus. These pieces have shown a great deal of sensitivity and maturityparticularly when considering that this is often a hard and
emotional topic to explore- and we have seen some exceptional work produced as a result.
Year 9 will complete this term, some ‘coughing like old
hags’, by commencing their study of Charles Dickens’ classic ‘A Christmas Carol’- another element of their GCSE studies. This text, along with the pupils’ work on poetry, will be
assessed next year in the Year 9 trial examinations during the week commencing
14/01/18. As a result, each pupil in Year 9 should take some time during the festive period to revise their work thus far in preparation for their examinations.
Year 10 have spent this half term looking at their second section for their language
paper which is story writing. The English staff have been very impressed with the work
that the pupils have been producing in classes and have enjoyed marking all of the stories produced.
Year 10 then sat a Trial Exam which combined all of their learning for this term in their
language paper. For this Trial Exam, they have been working on the skills of analysis and
have been able to identify implicit and explicit information. One particular skill that the
groups have been working on is using a range of ambitious vocabulary. Pupils have been
encouraged to do this by using a thesaurus during their work time and reading outside of
the curriculum. The work that pupils have put in during lesson time has resonated in their
Trial Exams and the English staff are looking forward to continuing working with Year 10
over the coming year.
Some Year 10 pupils also visited Stratford this half term for a workshop on Macbeth and
to see a performance of A Christmas Carol by the RSC (pictured above). It was a fantastic weekend!
Year 10 have also had a performance in school
of A Christmas Carol by a theatre company to
help with their understanding of the key texts.
After the Christmas Holidays, Year 10 will be
revising their Literature texts so it is a perfect
time to be rereading the novel!

Year 11 have spent this half term consolidating
their knowledge of the Language Component 2 exam
paper. In addition, they also completed their first
mock exam of the year which was a success overall.
Pupils have been given thorough feedback both written and verbally to show them how to improve their
responses, and have reflected on these in class.
These mocks are an imperative revision tool which
show what pupils have achieved this half term, but
also how they can improve in their final exams.
Now that these mocks are over, Year 11 have officially covered all content required for
the Language and Literature papers. Exciting!
The hard work is only just beginning now, though, as lessons begin to focus on revision
of topics studied in Year 10. Many classes are undertaking “Anthology Friday” in their
English lessons where they are studying the 18 poems for the Literature exam. A perfect
tool for revision is creating flash cards for each of the poems which pupils can use to
test themselves and each other on key themes, quotes and notes! Year 11 have also
had a performance in school of A Christmas Carol by a theatre company to help with
their understanding of the key texts. After the Christmas Holidays, Year 11 will be revising their Literature texts so it is a perfect time to be rereading the novel!
Reading Challenge
This academic year, pupils have been set a challenge to
read 10 books independently. Already, many pupils are
rising to this challenge and we are well on our way to
smashing our whole school target of 1000 books!








Reading is a guaranteed way to ensure success at GCSE and beyond. Children
who read books often at age 10 and more than once a week at age 16 gain higher
results in Maths, vocabulary and spelling tests at age 16 than those who read
less regularly.
In England and Northern Ireland the median hourly wage of workers with the highest levels of literacy is 94% higher than for workers who have the lowest levels of
literacy.
Research shows that reading for pleasure can reduce the symptoms of depression, build empathy and help us build relationships with others.
Reading enjoyment has been reported as more important for children’s educational
success than their socio-economic status (OECD, 2002).
There is a growing body of evidence which illustrates the importance of reading for
pleasure for both educational purposes as well as personal development (cited in
Clark and Rumbold, 2006).

We have until the end of the year to reach our target of 1000 so keep reading! Remember to speak to your English teacher or your form tutor about getting yourself a book to
read. There’s no such thing as someone who doesn’t like reading, only people who
haven’t found the right book yet!

Our pupils have been working tirelessly since September to stage our production of
Matilda the Musical! On December 11th, pupils performed to two audiences, including
our local primary schools and parents/carers and pupils of Woodchurch. The production was an incredible success and pupils received heaps of praise from staff, parents/
carers and pupils alike!
They worked incredibly hard, over a very short period of time, to learn lines, dance routines and develop their characters and the result was all we, as a department, had imagined! We are incredibly proud of all of our talented pupils that were involved and
we’re already excited for next year’s big show!

Year 9
This half term Year 9 have continued to build on the excellent start
to their GCSE in Drama! Both classes have been working incredibly hard to develop their understanding of skills and their
knowledge of Drama theory! Pupils have been studying a play by
Mark Wheeler entitled ‘Too Much Punch for Judy.’ The play is
based on a tragic real-life accident and pupils have enjoyed the
challenge of performing this style of verbatim theatre. Pupils will sit
Component 3 of their GCSE Exam, during their mocks after Christmas and we are looking forward to celebrating their inevitable success with this.
Well done Year 9!
Year 10
This half term Year 10 have been working extremely hard looking at
their set text for Component 3 of their GCSE Drama, Dennis Kelly’s
‘DNA’. Pupils have been building on the skills they developed last halfterm when looking at the work of different theatre practitioners. They
are also working on developing their written responses in lessons to
support them with their mock exams later in the Spring term.

Year 11
Year 11 are currently finalising their devised performance and portfolio for Component
1 of their GCSE and have been working incredibly hard. Pupils were given the stimulus
of War and explored different texts, videos and some poetry when creating their own
work. Pupils continue to attend additional classes each week to support with their rehearsal and refinement and they are very much looking forward to their hard work paying off when they perform their pieces next week!
In addition to this, Year 11 have also sat their first
mock Component 3 response, on An Inspector
Calls. Pupils performed incredibly well in their exam, which sees them considering an extract from
the play and evaluating a live theatre production,
and we are very proud of their success!

Willy Russell’s ‘Blood Brothers,’ the Musical
On Wednesday 7th November, the Drama and English department took pupils to The Floral Pavillion in New Brighton to
see the West End version of Willy Russell’s, Blood Brothers!
Pupils absolutely loved the production and the actors really
inspired them, they all came back to school excited and ready
to use their ideas in Section B of their Component 3 exam!

GCSE- Year 11 revision is available every Tuesday after school in Hum
5 and Wednesday in Hum 4
Paper 1 21st May PM
Paper 2 5th June PM
Paper 3 13th June AM
In Geography Year 7 pupils have been studying
volcanoes looking at their causes effects and responses. They have taken part in a whole class
simulation of an eruption where they had to work in
teams to make decisions in real time using their understanding of volcanoes

Year 8 pupils have started a new topic looking
at our coastline. In this unit pupils will look at how
waves shape the coastline and the importance of
coastal defences on the Wirral. A good way to support your child with this unit is to visit the Wirral
coastline especially Thurstaston Country Park and
New Brighton.
Both Year 7 and 8 have done very well in developing their independent learning which
has resulted in some excellent exam scores.
Geography Cool Fact
Australia is wider than the moon!

Extra-curricular visits
The popularity of the Woodchurch Horrible Histories Club continues, and a
group of Year 8 pupils took part in an educational visit to the Floral Pavilion in New
Brighton to watch performances of the Terrible Tudors and the Awful Egyptians. Feedback from the pupils was very positive. Dan B said the show had been ‘cool, amazing
and funny’ while Hannah M reported that it was ‘entertaining and educational.’
On 7th December, some of our Year 10 pupils are visiting Liverpool University. They will
be involved in a number of workshops, including exploring different historical periods and
working with sources, to build their analytical skills.
Year 11 pupils have now completed their GCSE Trial Exams, with Mock Exam Results Day taking place on Wednesday 19th December. Pupils have received feedback on
their performance and will be able to act upon the advice given to make improvements
and ensure further progress as we head towards the GCSE exams in June. Pupils are
currently undertaking revision on the Germany in Transition, 1919 – 1939 unit.
Important dates –
Paper 1 – Germany 1918 - 1939 and Elizabethan
England 1558 – 1603

Monday 3rd June (am) 2019

Paper 2 - Health and Medicine Through Time and
the Development of the UK 1919 - 1939

Thursday 6th June (pm) 2019

Many Year 11 pupils are receiving additional help with their preparation for the exams,
and these sessions are available to all pupils. Independent work and revision can also be
undertaken at Saturday College, which resumes in the New Year.
Current and upcoming topics: all years
Year 7 pupils are currently studying different aspects of life in the Middle Ages, the
events of 1066, castles, the Feudal System and the Domesday Book among the topics
being covered.
Year 8 pupils are studying how life in Britain has changed from the 14 th to the 21st
century, including 19th century living and working conditions – topics directly relevant to
the history of Birkenhead.
Year 9 pupils are continuing their Health and Medicine Through Time unit, looking
at how attempts to treat illness and disease have changed, and how medical knowledge
has developed over the last 1,500 years.
Year 10 pupils have begun their study of the Elizabethan Age 1558 – 1603. Topics
include Elizabethan Government, the lives of the rich and poor and popular entertainment.
Fun Fact!
In Victorian times, moustaches were very popular, so in 1860 a British
potter, Harvey Adams, invented a ‘moustache’ tea cup to protect your
moustache from getting wet.

Archbishop of York Award
As part of Year 8’s Archbishop of
York award, Mr Kydd ran a workshop about how The Bank, a youth
project in Upton, are helping the
local Wirral community. The students enjoyed learning about how
Christians are putting Christian values and teachings into practice by
helping our local community.
Year 7 have been looking at
Christian festivals such as Pentecost, Easter, Christmas, and looking at the different viewpoints of
both Christians and non-Christians.
Year 8 through the Archbishop of York award have looked at faith in action, by
looking at Christians who have put their beliefs into action such as Oscar Romero and
Martin Luther King Jr
Year 11 Revision
Wednesday in Hum 1 and Thursday Lunch time – general revision
Monday lunch aiming for grade 9 Hum 1
Exam dates
Paper 1 Philosophy and ethics Monday 13th May PM
Paper 2 Christianity Monday 29th May PM
Paper 3 Judaism Thursday 23rd May PM

On December 6th, the Business department took two teams of Year 10 students to
compete for the chance to represent Liverpool FC in the Premier League Enterprise
Challenge. The first team consisted of Fenton Cavanagh, Liam Clegg, Jacob McGrath
and Josh Pyper and the second team Kieran Colligan, Kyle Downey, Sam Motorhead
and Ben Naylor.
The teams presented their ideas on how to attract more 18-23 year old fans to the
game before taking a tour of the stadium and visiting the club museum.
Both teams were complimented on their ideas and presentation skills, but the judges
decided that team 2's ideas were the best and they will now go forward to represent
Liverpool in the next stage. This will take place in January at Molineux Stadium, home
to Wolverhampton Wanderers. We wish them all the best and hope they can make it to
London for the final.
Mr Bunby

Celebrating Success in Maths
Year 7

Naomi Atkinson
Spencer Croft
Isabella Griffiths
Ella Hanly
Grace Hornby
Emily Houghton
Samuel Jacobs
Piotr Kolodziej
Macy Meers
Aaron Pigott
Ruby Roberts
Aiden Stenhouse
Daisy Thompson
Fletcher Wallace

Year 8

Lucy Bateman
Charlie Beggs
Hannah Beasley
Ellie Bowden
Alicia Briggs
Ellie-Jade
Cullimore
Kian Dodd
Ella Dooley
Lewis L Jones
Sophia LaidlawRosso
Hannah Martin
Isabella Martin
Lilly-May McDonald
Cerys Mylett
Bethany OrmrodChurchill
Joel Pirie
Jack-Freddie
Sheppard
George Simon
Megan Sprakes
Natalie Southall

Year 9

Kiera Betonio
Sophie Bodell
Mia Carson
Faye Clarke
Maisy Craghill
Lilly May Godwin
Lauren Houghton
George Hughes
Aaron Wilde

All students are
welcome to make use of the ICT facilities in the Maths
department and get a head start on
their homework or do some revision
with the assistance of a member of
the Maths faculty

Year 10

Poppy Bertelli
Grace Clegg
Rosie Connor
Shannon Dever
Lewis Fryer
James Ford
Alex Martin
Sam Moorhead
Sam Morris
Samuel Nickson
Leighton Reed
Lorenzo Saccucci
Thomas Smith
Fox Stevens-Clay
Kenzie Williams

Year 11

Emily Beattie
Eve Gilbert
Taylor Candeland
Matthew Davies
Ben HolmesThompson
Samuel Hudson
Thomas Hudson
Ben Kavanagh
Niamh Loftus
Benjamin Muirhead
Brooke Phillips
Connor R Smith
Kuba Walczak

After completing 3 mock examination papers; Year 11 students will
now be working their way through a
series of bespoke targetted lessons
covering the areas of improvement,
identified during the trial exams

Again our Year 7 and 8 pupils have been working exceptionally hard on their times tables
and we have seen some excellent achievements and improvements in the latest round of
Times Tables Championships results.
In Year 7, 209 pupils improved their test scores and 11 pupils managed to achieve
Champions league status which means they scored an incredible 200/200 on the most
recent test.
In Year 8, 164 pupils improved their test scores and 32 pupils managed to achieve
Champions League status.
Congratulations to the following pupils who
won prizes for their achievements this half
term:
Year 8:

Times Tables Champion leader: Joshua Hughes 8XV
Most Improved Times Tables: Ellie Brunt 8YW
Best form: 8XV

Year 7:

Times Tables Champion leader: Macy Meers 7YE
Most Improved Times Tables: Jacob Martlew 7YW
Best form: 7YV

Below are the top five improvements in
years 7 and 8.

Year 7

Improvement

Year 8

Improvement

Martlew, Jacob

138

Herbet, Jay

107

Evans, Tia

102

Briggs, Alicia

92

Ashcroft, Daisy-Sue

77

Williams, Hannah

92

Atkinson, Rhys

77

Smith, Pheonix

91

Hayley, Lane

73

Weekes, Ruby

88

7

8.11
8.20
8.32
9.13

9.22
9.28
9.38

200

BARRATT, Thomas 200

ROYLE, Brooke
200
PRITCHARD, Daniel
200

GATELAND, Grace 200

MARTLEW, Jacob 200

RODAWAY, Jake

200

6

8.03

200

10

9

8

5

4

3

2

THOMPSON, Leo
CARPENTER,
Sonny

7.21

200

1

O’BRIEN, Harvey

7.00

200

MEERS, Macy

Champions
League
Champions
League
Champions
League
Champions
League
Champions
League
Champions
League
Champions
League
Champions
League
Champions
League
Champions
League

Below is the top ten pupils within the Year 7 times table champions league. These pupils
have the most correct answers in the shortest possible time. Pupils will be tested again
before December half term—remember to use TT Rock stars to improve your times tables.

Btec Dance
Year 11 BTEC Dancers taking part in their
moderation. The costumes and face paint
really helped them get into character and they
performed brilliantly.

England Netball
The Netball Team went to watch England
play Uganda on Tuesday 27th November. It
was an easy start by England who took and
maintained an early lead. This continued until
the last quarter, when Uganda fought back
against a tired England team and brought the
score up to 43-43.
England found some last minute energy and
came back to win 50-46, scoring a last second goal on the whistle. A great time was had by all and the pupils were in awe of the
level of play from the English Roses.
Thanks to Mr Yarranton and Miss Percival for helping out.
Miss Rapple and Mrs Earlam
Boccia Tournament
In November, 4 students (Zac, Lucy, Jenson and Liam) represented Woodchurch
High School at a Boccia Tournament. Liam
and Lucy were a great team, with Liam operating the ramp under Lucy’s instruction.
As a whole team the four of them worked
together extremely well and with the cohesion needed to come away with medals. All
four of them put in a lot of effort, and a great
day was had by everyone

During October a group of Woodchurch pupils participated in a football
tournament as part of an inclusive
sports programme. It was a chance
for our pupils to compete against
teams from all over Merseyside to improve their skills and make new
friends. The team showed excellent
skills and teamwork, it was made up
of Jenson, Zac, Sonny, Herb, Connor
Griffin, Sophie, Lucy and Teo.

The new academic year has seen a new group of Year 9 pupils
start their Animal Care course and they've really thrown themselves into looking after the animals on the farm! The weather
has been kind to us this term so they've been able to get out on
the farm several times a week.
As you can see from the photos they've been working really
hard not only cleaning out the animal enclosures but also actually handling the animals themselves! Lots of young people are
used to handling rabbits and guinea pigs but our pupils this term
have been moving the chickens inside for the winter, trimming
the hooves on our goats, and separating the female sheep out
of the flock ready for mating. They've even raddled our ram
which involves painting him underneath so that we can tell how
active he has been once he has been released into the field with
the rest of the flock.
All in all, it's been a busy start to the year but then as the pupils
have learnt that's what it's like when you work on a farm.

All about STEM and Unilever Bright Futures Project

Students from Year 9 were invited to visit Unilever
to choose a challenge and then take part in numerous hands-on activities which introduced them
to processing, packaging, the environment and
more!
Unilever employees and STEM Ambassadors hosted various Bright Future Workshops including: A schools challenge, consumer technical
insight, digital technology sessions, a virtual shop,
social media, packaging & recycling, sustainable
living & global packaging development.
The students now have the opportunity to work in teams and complete a bright future
challenge and have three months to design their own environmentally friendly/
sustainable product. They will then have the opportunity to attend an exciting and inspirational awards event to celebrate the student’s work and present their ideas to Unilever
staff. Good Luck!

CREST Discovery Award
On the 7th of November, All About STEM visited school to deliver an ‘Enrich my Classroom’, CREST discovery day.
Students took part in the Enrich my Classroom discovery award, which encourages
them to plan & design a state-of-the-art educational environment.

Our Year 7 pupils learned about coding, nanotechnology, ergonomics, magnetic storage & electricity and considered all options when planning their new futuristic classrooms.
Everyone had the opportunity to brainstorm their concepts and make suggestions before joining forces in teams to create their final designs.
Pupils were awarded with a CREST award discovery day certificate and were really
proud of their achievements!
Pupils thoroughly enjoyed all of the activities and gained so much from it. We were so
impressed to see the Year 7 pupils contribute their ideas and participate in such a positive way with such innovative ideas. During the day pupils gained many new skills and
lots of confidence, they were a real credit to our school.
Thanks to All About STEM for providing such great opportunities for our pupils.

2019 is set to be the Year of the Environment in the Liverpool City Region and so the Woodchurch Eco Committee have been hard at work
making plans to support this huge event. They got the ball rolling by trying to encourage pupils to give up their usual buses and lifts and instead cycle to school. In early November, Committee members were
camped out by the bike sheds each morning to reward those cycling in
during Bike2School Week. It is estimated that each school drop off by
car pollutes our atmosphere with enough CO2 to fill 84 balloons so the reason behind
this initiative was to try and reduce those morning lifts to school and therefore improve
the quality of the air that we all breathe.
Those pupils who were taking the healthy and environmentally friendly option of riding to school were rewarded
with a free breakfast each morning to help set them up
for the day ahead. They were also entered into a prize
draw for a £10 high street shopping voucher which is just
the ticket with Christmas just around the corner. With
nearly a hundred pupils making the effort to use their
bikes that week it was a big draw and the lucky winner
was Bradley Blake in Year 9. I'm sure he'll put his reward
to good use but more importantly he said he's going to
continue cycling to school. Special mention must go to
Ruby Templeton in Year 8 who was the only girl cycling
in. We'll be running this event again next term so hopefully we'll have persuaded a few more girls to 'get on their
bikes’.

In PSHCEE this term, the children in year 7 have been learning about personal identity
and ‘What makes us unique.’ They have been learning how to be assertive and resilient
and also what they can do to help themselves if they are having a bad day! The children
were also lucky enough to have a session focusing on Mindfulness which included relaxation techniques.
Children who have worked particularly hard this term include: Olivia Stork, Layton
Houghton, Finley Jolley, Lily Hayes and Lily Simon. Katie Johnson, Savannah Povall
and Amber Fergusson have also been great at contributing in lessons and have given
mature contributions to class discussions. Evie Kelly and Evie Cresswell have also
achieved well this term.
Year 8 have been learning about healthy lifestyles including the risks involved in using
alcohol and drugs. They have learned how drugs and alcohol can affect people and they
have also been able to consider how they could manage difficult situations that may involve drug or alcohol use. Leigh Harper and Joel Pirie have worked very hard all term.
Also, Ben Kennedy and Mollie Dunn have been engaged with their lessons
and contributed to class discussions in a mature and sensible manner.

Hedge Laying
As well as the Eco Committee that meet every week,
each form has its own Eco Rep who are out there in the
school community spreading our Environmental message. On a cold Sunday in November some them braved
the elements to do some conservation work right here on
the school's doorstep. Along Woodchurch Road that runs
from the motorway up towards Arrowe Park there is a
large area of agricultural land opposite the residential
houses. That land is separated from the road by trees
and bushes and these collect a large amount of rubbish
which has either been dumped or blown there. So our
Eco Reps set about joining the Wirral Countryside Volunteers to tidy up that long boundary. This firstly meant collecting a huge amount of rubbish that was not only an
eyesore but also very dangerous to the local wildlife that
frequent the area. They then set about hedge-laying the
trees and bushes into a solid barrier that uses the natural
materials and looks much more pleasant than a modern
fence.
Hedge-laying is an ancient art that involves cutting almost right through a tree very low to the
ground and then bending it over to a horizontal
position. Because it is still attached to the roots
the main trunk continues to grow sideways making a natural barrier that is too big for large animals to get through but provides access for
smaller animals like hedgehogs. The new
branches that grow from the trunk then grow vertically towards the sun filling out the hedge with
natural foliage and providing birds with nesting
sites.

The pupils got stuck into their task and were worn out by the end of the day. It was particularly satisfying to be able to improve an area that is so visible to our own community
every day.
The Wirral Countryside volunteers were thrilled to have so many extra bodies to help
with what turned out to be a really big job and they have promised the pupils that they
can go back in the summer to see how the particular part of the hedge that they
each helped to create has grown and developed. Mr Noakes from “Connexions” wrote
to us: Just wanted to say a massive thank you to you, Robin Dutfield, your staff and pupils for
an incredible turnout and massive effort for the Hedge laying event that they all helped with on
25th November. Apologies for not replying sooner but thanks to everyone a 150 stretch of hedge
was expertly laid and the farmer, The Wirral Society and the Wirral Countryside Volunteers were
unanimous in their praise for Woodchurch High School.
You should be rightly proud of them all.
Next time you're travelling along Woodchurch Road please take a moment and have a
look at our handiwork.

Year 7 – My Character Awards
The ‘My Character Awards’ are up and running this term with many of our pupils receiving nominations for showing and displaying our Christian Values. This in turns reflects our School Vision of ‘Let your Light Shine’. Pupils have been receiving letters
home congratulating them on their positive contributions to their immediate community. Pupils also receive a certificate in assembly with a view to receive their Character
Badge at the end of Year 7. Well done so far to everyone involved and who has been
nominated.
Year 8 – Archbishop of York Award
Pupils in Year 8 have already completed their School Challenge this term by carrying
out the Readathon. Pupils in Year 8 sat with pupils in Year 7 and helped them with
their reading once a week during form time. This level of Service and Compassion
demonstrates key Christian Values that contribute to a Just community based upon
respect. The Form Challenges have already started which has included a Christmas
Dinner Service with local people along with the annual Christmas Card give away in
the centre of Birkenhead. Pupils have been able to show Christian Values such as
Humility, Service, Trust and Compassion during these challenges. The other form
groups will complete their Form Challenge in 2019. I would also like to take this opportunity to say thank you for the support you have given your child/ward in completing the first Personal Challenge. (Operation Christmas Child or a donation to Charity). This will make a significant difference to people both in our local community and
the world. Finally, each form group has contributed a harvest bag to either ‘Christians
Against Poverty (CAP) or to a local charity called Bob’s Place. The overwhelming
feedback has been incredibly positive and pupils are ‘Being the change you want to
see’. Well done Year 8 and keep up the great work.
Year 9 – Building Character
Year 9 have started their Social Action challenges this term. Each pupil can choose
from three challenges set each month. They can either direct their social action towards a friend, the school or to someone in the community. It is hoped that pupils
build on the success of last year’s Archbishop of York awards and continue making a
difference in the lives of people in need.
Year 10 and 11 – Character for Life
This year pupils in Year 10 and 11 have had the opportunity to explore different
Christian Character Traits that would benefit them both in school and in the life they
choose beyond Woodchurch High School. It is important that our older pupils are
aware of different career paths and the challenges that they face. Therefore, the
school is providing opportunities for pupils to understand how they will be successful
if they are able to demonstrate these Christian Traits and have they can shape their
future in a positive light.

Design Stitch Schoolwear
A friendly, alternative local school uniform provider, based in Moreton on the Tarranway Estate without the queues.
Free Parking, in-house embroidery and print. Quality brands and embroidery service.

We offer the full uniform for Woodchurch High School.
Students and parents can come in, try on everything they want for their school uniform to
check sizing. Initials and names can be added to school uniform at an extra cost.
Woodchurch uniform will be available to order soon from our website on
www.wirralschooluniforms.co.uk
We are open Mon - Fri 9am - 5pm. Hours extended during the summer holidays.
You can contact us on 0151 665 0088 or email sales@wirralschooluniforms.co.uk

Friday 21st December 2018

School closes at 2.10 pm for Christmas
Break

Monday 24th December 2018 –
Friday 4th January 2019

Christmas Break

Monday 7th January 2019

All pupils return to school

Tuesday 8th January 2019

11X Parents’ Evening

Thursday 10th January 2019

11Y Parents’ Evening

Monday 14th January 2019—
Friday 18th January 2019

Year 9 Trial Exams

Monday 14th January 2019

PTA

Thursday 24th January 2019

Year 8 Options Taster Evening

Friday 25th January 2019—
Thursday 31st January 2019

Year 8 Trial Exams

Friday 1st February 2019

Year 10 Work Related Learning Day

Tuesday 5th February 2019

9X Parents’ Evening

Thursday 7th February 2019

9Y Parents’ Evening

Monday 11th February 2019—
Friday 15th February 2019

Year 10 Work Experience Week

Monday 11th February 2019

PTA

Friday 15th February 2019

School Closes for Half Term

Monday 18th February 2019—
Friday 22nd February 2019

Half Term Break

Monday 25th February 2019

Pupils Return to School

